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About This Game

Halo: Spartan Assault brings the excitement of Halo combat to Steam for the very first time.
Battle your way through 30 action-packed missions against the Covenant as you explore the origin of the Spartan Ops program

featured in Halo 4.

Earn Steam achievements, complete missions and compete against your friends for the top scores in the leaderboards.

It's time to join the assault, Spartan!

Features

Epic campaign featuring 30 action packed levels with a brand new Halo story set just before the events of Halo 4.

Command many of your favorite Halo weapons, vehicles, and armor abilities, and customize your Spartan to create the
perfect Spartan warrior.

Complete weekly challenges for XP and compete against your friends in Leaderboards for ultimate bragging rights

Game supports keyboard/mouse, USB Xbox controller and virtual joysticks for touch.
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Title: Halo: Spartan Assault
Genre: Action
Developer:
Vanguard Games, 343 Industries
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 and 8.1

Processor: Dual core processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 compatible graphics card w/ dedicated 512MB RAM (ATI Radeon 3670, NVIDIA 8600 GT or Intel HD
3000)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2550 MB available space

Additional Notes: ** DirectX feature level 10 required **

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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This game is horrendous.

I got to the first statuesque creature and could not get away. The blinking is awful, how quick the thing moves is awful. Just
awful.. This is a game that isn't that popular, but this is a good game. It has interesting art styles and interesting story lines. I
would recommend this to anyone who wants to play a game that plays oddly but familiar.. I played this game back when
gamecampus had this on their website i thought it was the best game ever now it has gone downhill with almost no player
encounters and you do its a bunch of japanese people with anime plane avatars. 3/10 worth a try once every free. I do not
Recmmend the dlc it will crash your game. i mean it was fun. it wasn't good but it was fun, if you know what i mean.. This is a
Space Invaders clone in child art style. A good example of simplified art. In my opinion it is a good and funny game. But it has
some problems with balance the biggest of witch is no ducking. Recommended for all except hard perfectionist and serious
dudes ;-)
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Tons of typos. Background music that doesn't loop properly (there's an annoying click and a break when it loops, and it loops
every 10 seconds), annoying gameplay where you die and die and grind and have to collect money just to make it through the
first level. No thanks. Play Space Run instead, you'll thank me later.. Patch 0.1 is live
Now the game is playable with the basic survival features,
A new map,
and more to explore
The game now runs on unreal engine 4
Even thow there may not be alot of things to do in the game yet
There will be alot more added, but you just have to be patient.. Phew, weird game. Looks in the videos much more interesting.
Unfortunately very soapy gameplay and really a very bad soundscape. Unfortunately, the graphics are also very old-fashioned.
And i found only one server ?!

3 / 10. Got it to work for a few hours of gameplay. Now it crashes everytime at the same point in game Day 2 00:38hrs. Tried
getting in touch with Support, no help so far (Would be happy to change my review once this gets fixed) Love this game and
wish there was something like it, just can't play it anymore thanks to the game crashing.

*Update* Got in contact with someone directly. Downloaded DRM version and works fine. Probably an error due to not being
able to launch from steam and having to edit the registry for the game. Hoping a fix comes along in the future for other to enjoy
this awesome but very old game.. My kids love this game, and it's actually good for a bit of stress relief. I really like knocking
these penguins around with the hammer on the tarmac!

For a buck, it'll give you at least an hour of fun; but I recommend this game for kids ~5 to ~15. My 3 year old has trouble with
the concept, she keeps hitting the penguins down instead of over lol.. The game itself looks very good. It's still not perfect, but I
see great potential. Especially with multiplayer (when it will be released) and some polishing afterwards. But even now during
Early Access this game worth its money.

More details:
* Graphics part is excelent! I unlocked most of the alleys and they are amazing. Every club is absolutely different. This is really
cool for VR arcade game. Most of the other VR arcades have just one or at least a few locations. This game has a lot!
* Physics - can't say anything bad about this part too. I really like how it feels. Seems very natural. I tried to throw a hook
several times and it works. But seems like all the balls have the same weight atm and it's not clear what weight it is. Please add
weight number signs and make different weights. I wanna feel the difference.
* Career mode - please add leaderboards or just stats page. I want to see my score and rewards somewhere to check my
progress.
* Challenges mode - I still can't finish career to play this mode in alpha access, but can't wait to play it when it will be ready!
That gifs from anouncements look awesome!
* Settings - please increase max allowed resolution scale. 150 is not enough. 200 would be ok!

Devs, I hope to see new updates soon! Keep rolling!. right now is very very beta, it needs a lot of work of the developers, but is
a good concept.
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